The same temperature continued for five hours both Binges and spoils the appearance of all these materials. Scorching is specially likely to occur when the article is exposed to radiant heat; thus in one experiment it was laid on wooden bars immediately over the heated bottom of the chamber, and showed distinct stripes of scorching, corresponding to the interspaces between the bars, whereas a pillow exposed to a greater heat, but screened from direct access of heat rays, was quite uninjured.
Over-drying, but short of actual scorching, renders many organic substances brittle, and so injures them; but on exposure to moisture they recover. When materials hare been injured by over-drying, they Bhould remain long enough in the air to recover their normal moisture before they are manipulated.
A temperature of 212 deg. startling, however, is the notion of this deplorable lay element in the old nursing system, instead of its being merely remedied, being expanded in a few years upwards to oust the very element which was the saving grace of the old system, and whose virtues were such a matter of common notoriety as not to need to occasion even a passing word when treating of the defects of their subordinates.
Of course, the unscrupulous enemies of the Sisters would undoubtedly lay on the religious element the responsibility for the defects of the secondary staff in the time of Maxime Du Camp's study. It would be a very unjustified idea. The hospital chiefs must take the whole responsibility for the character of the material they recruited as nurses. This is why their responsibility is so great in rejecting in bulk as nursing material the Sisterhoods which have stood the test of popular criticism for over a thousand years, and which survived the great violently anti-clerical outburst of 1789 for nearly a hundred years, because the popular will was so unanimous in regarding the nursing nun as the neutral object of universal esteem for all persons, of whatever creed or of no creed at all.
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